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Chapter 4. 
 
CABLE TELEVISION  
Adapted from:  
R. Gershon, Media, Telecommunications and Business Strategy, 2013 - Routledge 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
 
Cable television is wired communication to the home.  Cable television (also called   
 
community antenna television or CATV) was first developed in the late 1940's in  
 
communities unable to receive conventional broadcast television signals due to distance  
 
or geographic factors.  Cable systems located their antennas in areas having poor reception,  
 
picked up broadcast signals, and then distributed them by means of coaxial cable to  
 
subscribers for a fee.  The cities of Mahoney City, Pennsylvania and Astoria, Oregon are  
 
credited with having been the first two communities in the U.S. to offer CATV service to  
 
its residents.1  
 

One of the first CATV systems was started in 1948 in Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania 
 
to cope with the problem of poor television reception.  In Mahanoy City, a coal mining  
 
town of 10,000 people in the Appalachians, reception from the three TV networks 86 miles  
 
away in Philadelphia was all but nonexistent.  An appliance store owner by the name of  
 
John Walson, could not sell any TV sets to local residents.  The lack of reception prevented  
 
Walson from demonstrating his TV sets.  
 
 During the summer of 1947, Walson erected an antenna on a high ridge of a nearby  
 
mountain.  Later that year, Walson strung electrical ribbon wire from the mountain antenna  
 
down to his appliance warehouse, which was a few  blocks from his store.  He was then able  
 
to demonstrate for visitors a dim video image and a weak audio signal.  In the spring of  
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1948, he erected a larger antenna on top of the mountain and replaced the ribbon wire with  
 
a more efficient army surplus twin lead wire.  Walson placed three TV sets in the window 
 
of his store.  The display caused a local sensation.  People gathered outside the store window  
 
to watch the programs being brought in from Philadelphia.2   
 
 Walson next arranged to run leads (wires) for a fee between his warehouse and  
 
store to the homes of several residents living along the route.  Many of them were neighbors  
 
that he had sold television sets with the promise that they would be connected to his service.   
 
The demand for television sets and for inclusion in the system jumped substantially in  
 
Mahanoy City.  The service was soon established as an ongoing business.3   
 
 Another early CATV system was developed by L.E. (Ed) Parsons in Astoria,  
 
Oregon who began experimenting with distant reception of television signals after attending  
 
the National Association of Broadcasters convention in Chicago in 1948.  Parsons ran the  
 
local Astoria radio station, KAST, and had some training in electrical engineering.  Parsons  
 
was deeply impressed with the possibilities of TV.  The most immediate problem was  
 
television reception.  The nearest TV station was KRSC in Seattle, 125 miles away.  Parsons  
 
rigged an antenna on the roof of the Astoria Hotel and then ran a line to his apartment which  
 
was a short distance away.  According to Parsons & Frieden, 
 
 ... the frequent visits by friends who wanted to see the only operating TV set  

within one hundred miles and even by strangers who stopped by unexpectedly,  
prompted Parsons to drop an extension line into the lobby of the Astoria Hotel.  
When the lobby became too crowded with eager [viewers] for the hotel manager,  
the antenna line was moved down the street to Cliff Pool's Music Store, where  
it was connected to a television set in the window.4  

 
 The public responded enthusiastically and the wire was extended to several bars  
 
in town and then eventually to private customers. What is important about the Mahanoy  
 
City, Astoria, Oregon, (and later Lansford Pennsylvania) examples is that such early  
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CATV systems provide a basic blueprint of how cable television started in the U.S.   
 
The origins of early cable television in the U.S. began as a practical solution to the problem  
 
of poor television reception.  All three CATV systems would later evolve into successful  
 
business ventures.  The same basic pattern would repeat itself in community after  
 
community during the next several years to follow. 
 
 
Cable Network Services 
 
The real move to modern cable television began on November 8, 1972, when a fledgling  
 
company named Home Box Office (HBO) began supplying movies to 365 subscribers on 
 
the Service Electric Cable TV system in Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania.5  That night, Jerry  
 
Levin, then Vice-President for Programming (and future CEO of Time Warner), introduced  
 
viewers to the debut of HBO.  The feature programming for that inaugural night was a  
 
hockey game between New York and Vancouver and a film prophetically entitled,  
 
Sometimes a Great Notion.  Seven years later, Jerry Levin recalled that first night and said:  
 
 It wasn't that we had a startling new idea, or even that it hadn't been tried before,  

but we became the first to make it work; maybe because we believed in what we  
were doing, maybe because we were too naive to realize what an impossible  
dream it was.6 

 
From the beginning, HBO developed two important strategies that helped promote  

 
its rapid growth and development.  First, HBO introduced the principle of premium  
 
television.  Specifically, HBO achieved what no other television program provider had  
 
accomplished up until that point; namely, getting people to pay for television.  The principle  
 
of advertiser supported “free” television was firmly engrained in the minds’ of the  
 
American public.  What HBO did was change public perception about the nature of  
 
television  entertainment.  HBO offered a uniquely innovative service emphasizing recently  
 
released movies and other specialized entertainment that could not be found elsewhere on  
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the general airwaves.  While HBO was not the first company to introduce a monthly per  

 
channel fee service, they were the first to make it work successfully.  Thus marked the  

 
beginning of premium television entertainment.7 
 
 Second, as Gershon and Wirth point out, HBO utilized microwave and later  
 
satellite communications for the transmission of programming, rather than distribution  
 
by videotape.  Prior to HBO, there was no precedent for the extensive use of satellite  
 
delivered programming in the U.S.  HBO's 1975 decision to use satellite communications  
 
was significant in two ways.  First, it demonstrated the feasibility of using satellite  
 
communication for long-haul television distribution.  As a consequence, HBO was able  
 
to create an efficient distribution network for the delivery of its programming to cable  
 
operators.  Second, the development of the satellite-cable interface would usher in a whole  
 
new era of cable programmers that were equally capable of leasing satellite time and  
 
delivering their programs directly to cable operating systems, including: WTBS, 1976;  
 
ESPN, 1979; CNN, 1980 and MTV, 1981.  This set into motion the principle of cable  
 
networking; that is, television programming designed exclusively for cable operating  
 
(and later direct broadcast satellite) systems.8  As cable analyst, Paul Kagan once remarked: 
 
 Rarely does a simple business decision by one company affect so many.   

In deciding to gamble on the leasing of satellite TV channels, Time Inc. took  
the one catalytic step needed for the creation of a new television network  
designed to provide pay TV programs.9 

 
 
CABLE TELEVISION: STANDARD FEATURES 
 
A cable television system is a communication system that distributes broadcast and satellite  
 
delivered programming by means of coaxial and/or fiber optic cable to people's homes.   
 
The standard cable television system consists of three parts, including: the head-end point,  
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the distribution network and the receiving equipment.  The cable distribution network is 
 
patterned after a tree and branch architecture using a combination of fiber optic and coaxial  
 
cable.  The head-end point is the cable system's master receiving site for all incoming  
 
broadcast and satellite fed programming.  The cable operator uses both over-the-air television 
 
antennas and satellite earth stations to receive, downconvert and process all incoming signals.   
 

The signals from the head-end point are distributed to population centers (or  
 
neighborhoods) on heavy duty cable called trunk lines.  The trunk lines are generally attached  
 
to utility poles.  Since the start of the 1990s, the technical capabilities of cable operating  
 
systems have been greatly enhanced with the integration of fiber optic cable.  The physical  
 
design of today’s cable operating systems has evolved into hybrid-fiber coax (HFC) structure.   
 
In a modern HFC cable plant, the trunk cables and amplifiers are replaced by fiber optic  
 
cable that runs directly from the headend point to an optical node in a neighborhood.  
 
(referred to as fiber-to-the-node).  The node converts the optical signal into an RF signal  
 
which is then passed on to end user’s home via coaxial cable.  Optical nodes are spaced  
 
to serve a neighborhood ranging between 500 to 1000 homes.  Another important benefit  
 
of the HFC architecture is that it enables the user to engage in reliable two-way interactive  
 
communication with the cable headend point, thus making possible high-speed Internet  
 
access and enhanced video-on-demand services.10  This can be seen in Figure 4.1. 
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       Figure 4.1 

      Cable Television HFC Network Architecture 

 
                                 Illustration: Chan, Chin Bong  
 

Today's cable television systems use coaxial cable as the primary transmission medium  
 
(or conduit) for television signals to the home.  Coaxial cable's principal conductor is either a pure  
 
copper or copper coated wire.  The single conductor (wire) is protected by surrounding insulation.    
 
The cable is encased in a heavy protective sheath of plastic or vinyl. This can be seen in Figure 4.2. 

 
Figure 4.2 

Coaxial Cable as a Transmission Medium 
 

 
            
                               Illustration: Chan, Chin Bong 
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In a typical cable system, the drop line coming into the subscriber's home connects  
 
to a digital converter box that ties directly to the user's television set.  Most television sets  
 
are equipped with a converter unit that has been built into the television set, thus making it  
 
cable ready.  The digital converter box performs several important functions. 
 
 1. It receives the incoming signal and reassigns that signal to a predetermined set of  
                carrier frequencies 
 

2. It allows television users to access their cable television system (i.e., channel selection) 
 
            3. It manages internal security to the system (i.e., making sure that the viewer has access  

    to only those program services that have been requested from the cable operator). 
 
4. It is capable of providing smart feature elements, including digital video recording  
    capability and providing access to video-on-demand programming. 

 
 
THE BUSINESS OF CABLE TELEVISION 
 
The business of cable television consists of two primary sets of players, including: 
 
the cable television operator and the cable program supplier.  The cable operator is  
 
responsible for providing cable television service to the community.  The cable operator  
 
packages a diverse set of program services and charges subscribers a fee accordingly.   
 
Comcast, Cox Cable and Charter Communication are all examples of multiple system  
 
operators (MSOs); that is, cable companies that own multiple systems nationwide.   
 

The cable programmer is responsible for delivering program services to the cable  
 
operator. A program supplier can include both the broadcast television networks (ABC,  
 
CBS, NBC, FOX, PBS, etc.) and cable network suppliers (ESPN, CNN, MTV, History  
 
Channel USA, etc).  Program suppliers break down into two major categories, including  
 
advertiser supported services (CBS, NBC, ESPN, CNN etc.) and pay supported services  
 
(HBO, Showtime, STARZ etc.).  The cable operator will typically pay a licensing fee  
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or the better known and more established cable network services like ESPN, CNN and  
 
USA network.  The licensing fee is based on the popularity of the cable network service  
 
as well as viewership levels. As an example, the average household pays $4.69 per month  
 
for ESPN as part of their overall cable television bill.11  In contrast, the cable operator  
 
has not historically paid a licensing fee for broadcast television service.  This has changed  
 
in light of retransmission consent.12   In principle, the broadcast network (or local station)  
e given financial compensation in the form of cash payments and/or extra channel  
 
are given financial compensation in the form of cash payments and/or extra channel  
 
assignments to support various kinds of broadcast and cable television program initiatives. 
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